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Room 1 
Prins Thomas  
Chateau Flight - live 
Blackbelt Anderson 

Room 2 
TOTHE BONE DJs 
Prosumer - 4 hr set 

Following on from last month’s launch party for Prins Thomas’ critically acclaimed self-titled debut album,
Corsica Studios and Full Pupp come together once more to transform this small corner of South East
London into a disco paradise. 

With everyone from the NME and Timeout already hailing his eponymous debut as one of the best
albums of 2010, Thomas returns triumphant to Elephant & Castle to spin one of his world famous
body-moving sets of cosmic disco and Balearic beats. 

Ekstravaganza 4 see’s Thomas joined by fellow Full Pupp artist and DJ, Blackbelt Andersen and, playing
a rare live set, Parisian duo Château Flight whose blend of dark disco, house and techno has propelled
them into the premier league of French house producers. 

Clubbers who pray in the direction of Berlin meanwhile will want to make a beeline for room 2 where
Achim Brandenburg aka Prosumer will be playing a 4 hour set. Since his debut on Swayzak’s 240 Volt
label in 2004, Achim has been one of Germany’s best DJ/producers with releases on labels like
Playhouse, collaborations with Murat Tepeli and Sebo K, and his residency at the legendary Panorama
Bar in Berlin. 

Joining Achim in steaming up the back room will be London DJ trio, TOTHEBONE, who have been
showcasing the best in house and techno at their own parties and nights such as Secret Sundaze and
Sud Electronic since 2004. 

Full Pupp & Corsica Studios presents… 

EKSTRAVAGANZA #4 

Tickets: http://tinyurl.com/TICKETSEkstravaganza4 
FACEBOOK RSVP: http://tinyurl.com/FBEkstravaganza4 
RA RSVP: http://tinyurl.com/RAEkstravaganza4
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Tonight, Zoop
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